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DESCRIPTION
Design Studio 4 is a studio course that introduces students to the planning of interior environments, 
addressing both the contents of the environments and the process of interior space planning. Topics 
include the making of rooms, the design of ef fective spatial sequences, functional relationships among 
project par ts, arrangement of furniture, planning ef fective circulation systems, making spaces accessible, 
and designing safe environments with ef f icient emergency egress systems.

OBJECTIVES
In this course, some of the objectives students will have the oppor tunity to achieve are:

• Gain understanding of theories of human behavior and interior environments to provide a unique, 
comfor table, and ef f icient interior environment.

• Understand the relationship between human feelings while experiencing interior spaces.
• Applying principles of lighting and materials to create an ef fective interior environment.
• Introduce design development skills through the production of layout of furniture, f ixtures, and 

equipment.
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Students had to create 10 models (5” x 5”) 
to convey a feeling, emotion, and experience 
using dif ferent lighting, color, textures, and 
propor tions.

For my project I decided on the rooms that 
made the user feel aware and thoughtful. 
Both contain subliminal designs, but 
work with the use of natural tones without 
feeling over whelming. 

I implemented this in my house with the use 
of LED strip lighting and transparent views 
blocked by foliage.
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ABOUT THE PROJECT

Students had to identify design principles 
and elements of a study image and pick 3 
inspiration images, then develop a physical 
3D model using the concepts, principles, and 
inspirations.

I chose to design a coffee table using 
elements from nature that involve layering, 
shifting, and repetition of linear elements, 
while sticking to a earthy color pallette 
that would make the table appear clean and 
simple. 

This table appears in Bedroom #1 (Geisa’s 
room).
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The ELITE MODELS OF MIAMI BEACH is a household owned by Elite Model 
Management, where models who are in Miami for work stay at and train during their 
trip.

The current models living there are Montana, Allie,  and  Geisa,  who are all close 
friends and love the beach. 

INTRODUCTION



Montana Bloom

BORN: October 25, 1990 (28 years old)

OCCUPATION: Model

HOMETOWN/NATIONALIT Y:  London, England/
British

EDUCATION:  High school degree

RELATIONSHIP STATUS: Engaged

CHILDREN: None

PETS: None



Allie Leggett

BORN:  April 3, 1995 (22 years old)

OCCUPATION: Model

HOMETOWN/NATIONALIT Y:  Per th, Australia/
Australian

EDUCATION:  High school degree

RELATIONSHIP STATUS:  In a relationship

CHILDREN:  None

PETS:  Pug (Nenes)



Geisa Souza

BORN: March 21, 1992 (25 years old)

OCCUPATION: Model

HOMETOWN/NATIONALIT Y: Salvador, Brazil/
Brazilian

EDUCATION:  Biology degree from 
Universidade Federal da Bahia 

RELATIONSHIP:  In a relationship

CHILDREN:  None

PETS:  Chihuaha (Nabi)



DESIGN GUIDELINES

The design for the residential house 
should be able to suit the day-to-day 
life of a model. The users of the house 
(Montana, Allie, and Geisa) will need 
a space for doing physical exercise, 
enjoying the outdoors, and necessities 
such as a place to cook, sleep, and 
shower. The house should be able to 
facilitate the users’ stay in the house, 
while enabling them to get their daily 
activites done in an environment that is 
both relaxing and comfortable.

Create a space for exercise and/
or meditation for the girls to be 
able to do their daily activities.1
Provide each of the girls 
with their own bedroom and 
bathroom for privacy.2

Design a downstairs area that 
is modern and chic, while also 
being comfortable.3
Design a kitchen that 
accomodates a model’s on-the-
go lifestyle.4
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SITE

LOCATION

Wynwood Walls

Miami Children’s Museum

American Airlines Arena
Perez Art Museum

Lincoln Road

South Pointe Park

This proper ty is located 
on Biscayne Island, in 
the middle surrounded by 
Miami’s tourist points to both 
sides. It faces nor th, with 
a view of the Intercoastal 
Water way.

1041 N Venetian Dr.
Miami Beach, FL
33139



ACCESSIBILITY

SITE

This house is accessible by Venetian 
Causeway, which is problematic because if 
the Causeway is shut down, there will be no 
access to the proper ty.

= Bus stops = Vehicular parking

Major highways Public transpor tation

I-95

Julia Tuttle Causeway

Venetian Causeway

Collins Avenue

Macarthur Causeway
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The proper ty has a unique view of the 
Intercoastal Water way facing nor th, where 
people can view the passing boats. To the 
east, west, and south, there are views of the 
surrounding house. The need for security 
may be an issue. 

SITE



NOISE

Noise pollution around the area comes from 3 major 
sources:

• Venetian Causeway Park  (human noise due to 
activities such as barbecue, running, par ties, 
etc.)

• Intercoastal Water way (boats and water 
spor ts)

• Venetian Causeway (cars, buses, and bikes)

SITE



WINDS

NORTH

Wind direction in Miami comes from east to 
west, so most of the east side of the house 
(including outside patio) will receive most 
of the winds. Protection against strong 
prevalant winds that come from the ocean 
will be needed.

SITE



EAST SUN SHADING

Summer Winter

June 21 (11 AM)

June 21 (5 PM)

June 21 (9 AM) December 21 (11 AM)

December 21 (9 AM)

December 21 (5 PM)

The east facing windows of the 
house receive ample amounts of 
sunlight year round.

BUILDING



WEST SUN SHADING

December 21 (11 AM)

December 21 (9 AM)

December 21 (5 PM) 

June 21 (11 AM)

June 21 (5 PM)
June 21 (9 AM)

SummerWinter

BUILDING

The west facing windows of the house 
also receive ample amounts of sunlight 
year round. 



STRUCTURE

= Window

= Doors
= Load bearing wall

The house contains many windows, which allow for 
plenty of natural sunlight to enter and views of the 
surrounding area. The many doors also allows for 
various access points into and out of the house/
proper ty. The large amount of windows and doors can 
be a safety concern for residents.

The house’s structure is composed mainly of load 
bearing walls, columns, and beams, which can be 
found wherever there are doors or openings. 

BUILDING



ZONING: PUBLIC VS. PRIVATE

The house is a residential zone. 

It contains private, semi-private, 
and public spaces. The large 
amount of private spaces on 
the f irst f loor prior to designing 
the inside of the house means 
that solutions will need to be 
implemented in order to create 
more privacy for the house users. 
This will also ensure that private 
and public spaces do not mix.

BUILDING
1st Floor 2nd Floor
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1st Floor 2nd Floor
= Circulation
= Threshold

= Node

The f irst f loor has one main entrance into the house and two into the backyard area. There are 12 thresholds 
and 9 nodes. Exterior circulation is around the pool, while interior circulation occurs on a diagonal axis in order 
to exit the house in the back and go onto the pier. There are many rooms, which can be problematic and make 
the space seem broken/divided.

The second floor has 3 nodes, 3 thresholds, and a smaller area for circulation. There is a big opening that takes 
up almost half the second floor and restricts the circulation path. The two rooms that exist are connected by a 
slender hall-like path.

BUILDING



MEASUREMENTS

UP

1st Floor

54
9.
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01

”

24
5.

16
95

”

253.0315”
615.7198”

773.0315”

260.9370”

24
1.

36
73

”

DN

2nd Floor

175.3543”

59.0551”

127.0472” 254.0945”

175.3543”
127.0472”

TOTAL AREA OF 1ST FLOOR= 3410.2886 sq. ft. TOTAL AREA OF 2ND FLOOR= 2482.6821 sq. ft.

BUILDING



DOMINANT ISSUES + 
DESIGN GUIDELINES

DOMINANT ISSUES DESIGN GUIDELINES
need for security around proper ty

noise pollution

need for protection against strong winds

sun exposure

lots of windows/solar heat gain

many rooms on f irst f loor

large overhead opening

adding dense vegetation or putting up a fence

planting dense vegetation to reduce noise

adding impact glass windows, adding metal panels to roof, and 
creating a circular structure for outside space as extra resilience 

planting of natural vegetation (trees or shrubs) or with 
retractible blinds located inside the house

use of blinds or louvers

create more privacy by having private spaces upstairs

reducing size of overhead opening to allow for more circulation 
space upstairs
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GOALS + 
STATEMENTS 
+ PROGRAM

ESSENTIAL PURPOSE
The design for the residential house should be able to suit the day-to-day life of a model. The users 
of the house (Montana, Allie, and Geisa) will need a space for doing physical exercise, enjoying 
the outdoors, and necessities such as a place to cook, sleep, shower. The house should be able 
to facilitate the users’ stay in the house, while enabling them to get their daily activites done in an 
environment that is both relaxing and comfortable.

MAIN GOALS
The main goals for this design is to create a comfortable and relaxing home for the 3 users that will 
be spending their time in Miami for work. The space should be able to provide a sense of security and 
privacy, while also maintaining openness between the interior and exterior spaces. There will be an 
emphasis on providing ample outdoor space for leisurely activities.

DOMINANT FEATURES
The residence will be about 50% open spaces and 50% enclosed spaces. The second floor will contain 
an opening that faces large floor to ceiling windows and that has a complete view of the living and 
lounge area on the first floor. All bedrooms will be privately located on the second floor. The one lone 
room located outside of the general house will be the exercise space that will contain gym equipment, 
a ballet bar, and yoga mats. Outside will be a vegetable and herb garden for fresh produce.

CRUCIAL ASPECTS
The design must address the abundance of windows that exist around the house, the noise pollution 
that comes from the ocean to the north and the Venetian Causeway to the south, and the lack of 
landscape throughout the site.

THE HOUSE WILL INCLUDE:
1 Entry
1 Living Room
1 Dining Room
1 Kitchen
3 Bedrooms
4 Bathrooms
1 Laundry Room
1 Garage
1 Gym
1 Vegetable & Herb Garden
1 Prep Room
1 Movie Room



E N T R Y

PURPOSE: To provide the first impression for visitors and a first access area to a bathroom in 
case of an emergency
ACTIVITIES: Welcoming guests with nice decorations to give them a feel of the house before 
continuing in
NEEDS: Easily accessible to house members & their guests, a powder room for guests, ability to 
view visitors, and no direct view into private zones

SPACES:
1 Powder Room

An ENTRY is a space usually located at the front of 
the house. It is a casual space used to greet guests 
and give them a first impression of the house. It 
usually has a coat closet and a powder room, and 
has tile or linoleum flooring that is easy to clean. An 
entryway typically has nice furniture that is not used 
but serves to give a good first impression.

ENTRY

MOVIE 
ROOM

PREP 
ROOM

SQUARE FOOTAGE:  
Approx. 35 square feet

CAPACITY: 5

FF&E

LIVING
ROOM

PRIMARY

SECONDARY

The entry will be located near the movie and prep room for quick 
access for visitors without having to go deeper into the house.



LIVING 
ROOM

PURPOSE: To provide a space for relaxing and socializing; can also serve as a reception zone
ACTIVITIES: Relaxing, watching tv, or reading a book; serving as a space to entertain guests 
due to proximity to the kitchen
NEEDS: Easily accessible to house members & their guests, ample light throughout the day, 
proximity to outside area for easy access inside/outside, TV, rug, chairs, coffee table, sofa, and 
plenty of space for furniture

A LIVING ROOM, also called a lounge or sitting 
room, is a room for relaxing and socializing. It should 

have a good focal point and ample space to place 
furniture. It should have no direct views into private or 

work areas. 

LIVING
ROOM

GARAGE

KITCHEN

SQUARE FOOTAGE:  
Approx. 350 square feet

CAPACITY: 15

FF&E

DINING
ROOM

PRIMARY

SECONDARY

The living room will act as the hub for the first floor, being located 
near the garage, kitchen, and dining room. It will have many 
windows for natural light to enter.

SPACES:
1 Open Space



D I N I N G
R O O M

PURPOSE: For eating food (usually dinner) in more formal situations and having conversations
ACTIVITIES: Sitting, eating, relaxing, and conversing
NEEDS: Easy circulation, a dinner table, chairs, ample room to walk around and sit comfortably 
around the table, utensils, and a lighting fixture

A DINING ROOM is a room for consuming 
food. It is usually adjacent or close to the kitchen for 
convenience in serving the food and easy cleanup. 
The room is usually furnished with a large dining 
table and some dining chairs, with the most common 
table shape being rectangular. 

DINING 
ROOM

GARAGE

LIVING 
ROOM

SQUARE FOOTAGE:  
Approx. 280 square feet

CAPACITY: 6

FF&E

KITCHEN

PRIMARY

SECONDARY

The dining room will be open to the kitchen and will be 
surrounded by windows to allow for natural light to illuminate the 
room for most hours of the day.

SPACES:
1 Open Space



KITCHEN

PURPOSE: To provide a space for cooking and preparing food
ACTIVITIES: Completing work activities such as preparing and cooking food, storing food, 
washing hands/food, and tasting food
NEEDS: Located near the garage for easy storage and carrying of groceries from car to kitchen, 
not viewable from entry, convenient work space & access, stove, counter, cabinets, sink with hot/
cold water, refrigerator, and ample lighting

A KITCHEN is a room used for food preparation 
and sometimes consumption. A modern kitchen is 

usually equipped with a stove, sink, refrigerator, 
counters, and kitchen cabinets.

KITCHEN

LIVING 
ROOM

SQUARE FOOTAGE:  
Approx. 200 square feet

CAPACITY: 6

FF&E

DINING
ROOM

PRIMARY

SECONDARY

SPACES:
1 Pantry

STAIRS

The large, open kitchen will be connected to the dining room 
(easy to move food) and living room to provide an inviting space 
that appears to be bigger and promotes conversation.

GARAGE



BEDROOM 
#1

PURPOSE: For sleeping & resting
ACTIVITIES: Sleeping, resting, and changing clothes
NEEDS: An operable window, closets, remote location (privacy), sound insulation, door, bed, 
dressers, and nightstand(s)    

A BEDROOM is a room 
for sleeping. A typical bedroom 
contains a bed (twin, full, queen, 
or king), a clothes closet, a 
nightstand, and a dresser. 

BEDROOM 
#1

SQUARE FOOTAGE:  
Approx. 145 square feet

CAPACITY: 2

FF&E

BATHROOM 
#1

PRIMARY

SECONDARY

STAIRS

BEDROOM 
#2

The large bedroom will be used per model and will be located on 
the second floor for privacy from the more public first floor.

SPACES:
1 Big Enclosed
Room



BEDROOM 
#2

A BEDROOM is a room 
for sleeping. A typical bedroom 

contains a bed (twin, full, queen, 
or king), a clothes closet, a 
nightstand, and a dresser.

BEDROOM 
#2

PRIMARY

SECONDARY

BATHROOM 
#2

PURPOSE: For sleeping & resting
ACTIVITIES: Sleeping, resting, and changing clothes
NEEDS: An operable window, closets, remote location (privacy), sound insulation, door, bed, 
dressers, and nightstand(s)    

SQUARE FOOTAGE:  
Approx. 145 square feet

CAPACITY: 2

FF&E
BEDROOM 

#1

STAIRSThe large bedroom will be used per model and will be located on 
the second floor for privacy from the more public first floor.

SPACES:
1 Big Enclosed
Room



BEDROOM 
#3

PURPOSE: For sleeping & resting
ACTIVITIES: Sleeping, resting, and changing clothes
NEEDS: An operable window, closets, remote location (privacy), sound insulation, door, bed, 
dressers, and nightstand(s)    

A BEDROOM is a room 
for sleeping. A typical bedroom 
contains a bed (twin, full, queen, 
or king), a clothes closet, a 
nightstand, and a dresser. 

BEDROOM 
#3

SQUARE FOOTAGE:  
Approx. 145 square feet

CAPACITY: 2

FF&E

BATHROOM 
#3

PRIMARY

SECONDARY

STAIRS

BEDROOM
#2

The large bedroom will be used per model and will be located on 
the second floor for privacy from the more public first floor.

SPACES:
1 Big Enclosed
Room



BATHROOM 
#1

A BATHROOM is a room 
for personal hygiene activities. 
It usually contains a sink, and 

either a shower, bathtub, or both. 
In some countries, a badet is 

located next to the toilet.

BATHROOM 
#1

BEDROOM 
#2

PRIMARY

SECONDARY

PURPOSE: For personal hygiene
ACTIVITIES: Showering, taking a bath, brushing teeth, and using the toilet
NEEDS: Privacy, plumbing, door, linen closet, sink, toilet, and shower/tub

SQUARE FOOTAGE:  
Approx. 40 square feet

CAPACITY: 2

FF&E BEDROOM 
#1

STAIRS

The individual bathroom will be necessary to provide privacy and 
comfort for the models during their stay.

SPACES:
1 Private 
Bathroom



BATHROOM 
#2

A BATHROOM is a room 
for personal hygiene activities. It 
usually contains a sink, and either 
a shower, bathtub, or both. In 
some countries, a badet is located 
next to the toilet.

BATHROOM 
#2

BEDROOM 
#2

PRIMARY

SECONDARY

STAIRS

BEDROOM
#1

PURPOSE: For personal hygiene
ACTIVITIES: Showering, taking a bath, brushing teeth, and using the toilet
NEEDS: Privacy, plumbing, door, linen closet, sink, toilet, and shower/tub

SQUARE FOOTAGE:  
Approx. 40 square feet

CAPACITY: 2

FF&E

BEDROOM 
#3

The individual bathroom will be necessary to provide privacy and 
comfort for the models during their stay.

SPACES:
1 Private 
Bathroom



BATHROOM 
#3

A BATHROOM is a room 
for personal hygiene activities. 
It usually contains a sink, and 

either a shower, bathtub, or both. 
In some countries, a badet is 

located next to the toilet.

BATHROOM 
#3

BEDROOM 
#3

PRIMARY

SECONDARY

PURPOSE: For personal hygiene
ACTIVITIES: Showering, taking a bath, brushing teeth, and using the toilet
NEEDS: Privacy, plumbing, door, linen closet, sink, toilet, and shower/tub

SQUARE FOOTAGE:  
Approx. 40 square feet

CAPACITY: 2

FF&E

BEDROOM 
#2

STAIRS

The individual bathroom will be necessary to provide privacy and 
comfort for the models during their stay.

SPACES:
1 Private 
Bathroom



POWDER 
ROOM

A POWDER ROOM is a 
small room used for pirvately 
accessing a sanitation 
fixture (toilet) and a sink for 
handwashing. In other places, it is 
known as a washroom.

POWDER 
ROOM

PRIMARY

SECONDARY

ENTRY

PREP 
ROOM

PURPOSE: For guest personal hygiene 
ACTIVITIES: Using the toilet and washing hands
NEEDS: Privacy, plumbing, door, linen closet, sink, and toilet

SQUARE FOOTAGE:  
Approx. 20 square feet

CAPACITY: 2

FF&E

STAIRS

The powder room will be located close to the kitchen and 
prep room for double use as a guest bathroom and downstairs 
bathroom if needed by models during their prep time.

SPACES:
1 Public
Bathroom



LAUNDRY 
ROOM

A LAUNDRY ROOM, also 
called a utility room, is a room 
where clothes are washed and 

dried.

LAUNDRY
ROOM

BEDROOM 
#3

PRIMARY

SECONDARY

PURPOSE: For washing and drying clothes
ACTIVITIES: Washing and drying clothes, ironing clothes, and storing detergent & fabric 
softner
NEEDS: Location on second floor near stairs & in midst of bedrooms, drying machine, washing 
machine, cabinets for storage of detergent/softner, and a hamper for storing dirty clothes to be 
washed 

SQUARE FOOTAGE:  
Approx. 50 square feet

CAPACITY: 2

FF&E
BEDROOM 

#1

STAIRS

The laundry room will be located near the stairs for ease in 
moving dirty or clean clothes to the rooms. 

SPACES:
1 Enclosed Space

BEDROOM 
#2



GARAGE
A GARAGE is a space (usually 
enclosed) used for storing 1 or 
more cars that is attached to a 
house. A garage may contain 
storage space for household 
items.

GARAGE

PRIMARY

SECONDARY

LIVING 
ROOM

KITCHEN

PURPOSE: For storing cars and other household items
ACTIVITIES: Parking car for a period of time and storing household items that may not be 
frequently used
NEEDS: Ample parking space for 2 cars and cabinets for storage

SQUARE FOOTAGE:  
Approx. 390 square feet

CAPACITY: 2 cars

FF&E
STAIRS

DINING
ROOM

The garage will be located close to the kitchen for easy moving of 
groceries from cars to the kitchen. It will also contain the storage 
space inside to allow for bigger rooms inside the house.

SPACES:
1 Enclosed Space



GYM
A GYM is an open air or 

enclosed location for atlethic 
activites.  A gym can also be 

called a fitness facility.

GYM

KITCHEN

PRIMARY

SECONDARY

PURPOSE: For doing physical activities
ACTIVITIES: Exercising, using gym equipment, yoga, pilates, and any other form of physical 
activity
NEEDS: Gym equipment/machines, yoga mats, and weights

SQUARE FOOTAGE:  
Approx. 385 square feet

CAPACITY: 4

FF&E
BACKYARD

The gym will be secluded from the rest of the house to provide 
privacy and allow plenty of noise from music to occur without 
interfering the relaxed/quiet matters inside the house.

SPACES:
1 Enclosed Space



GARDEN
A GARDEN is a planned 
space, usually outdoors, set aside 
for the display, cultivation, and 
enjoyment of plants, vegetables, 
and herbs. It can incorporate 
natural and man-made materials.

GARDEN

PRIMARY

SECONDARY

GYM

PURPOSE: For displaying and growing plants
ACTIVITIES: Planting herbs and vegetables
NEEDS: Ample planting space, vegetable seeds, and herb seeds

SQUARE FOOTAGE:  
Approx. 185 square feet

CAPACITY: Many plants

FF&E

KITCHEN

DINING
ROOM

The garden will need to be against the house to receive plenty of 
sunlight and out of the way so as not to interfere with circulation.

SPACES:
1 Open/Outdoor 
Space



PREP 
ROOM

A PREP ROOM is used for doing hair, makeup, and 
wardrobe. Sometimes called a Beauty Room, this is the sacred 

space used for preparing for a regular day or a special event.

PREP
ROOM

KITCHEN

PRIMARY

SECONDARY

PURPOSE: For preparing for a day out or a special event
ACTIVITIES: Doing hair, makeup, and picking a wardrobe
NEEDS: Chairs, makeup, hair tools, vanity, mirrors, clothing racks, and table

SQUARE FOOTAGE:  
Approx. 330 square feet

CAPACITY: 10

FF&E
ENTRY

POWDER
ROOM

STAIRS

The prep room will need lots of space for the models to all get 
ready individually or simultaneously, will also having room to 
move around and try on/model different outfits.

SPACES:
1 Big Enclosed Space



MOVIE
ROOM

A MOVIE ROOM is a private space inside a residence 
used primarily for watching movies with a large group of 
people. It can also be used for watching sports games or TV 
shows.

MOVIE 
ROOM

PRIMARY

SECONDARY

ENTRY

KITCHEN

PURPOSE: For gathering & hosting a large group of people for watching movies, sports 
games, or TV shows
ACTIVITIES: Movie, TV, and sports game watching; Socializing
NEEDS: Many comfy reclining chairs, a large projector screen & projector, and a “concession” 
stand with food & drinks

SQUARE FOOTAGE:  
Approx. 250 square feet

CAPACITY: 16

FF&E

POWDER
ROOM

LIVING 
ROOM

The movie room will be a public gathering space that will need 
proper insulation to keep the noise from being heard in the 
house.

SPACES:
1 Big Enclosed Space



STAIRS

FIRST FLOOR

SECOND FLOOR

PRIMARY
SUNLIGHT 
EXPOSURE

PRIMARY

SECONDARY

AD
JA

CE
N

CY

ENTRY
MOVIE 
ROOM

LAUNDRY ROOM

KITCHEN

GARAGE DINING 
ROOM

LIVING 
ROOM

PREP 
ROOM

POWDER

ROOM
GARDEN

GYM

BDR #3

BR #3

BR #2

BDR #2 BDR #1

BR #1
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CY
Many of the spaces in the house have a primary adjacency need. All the public 
spaces will be located on the first floor, whereas the private spaces will be 
located on the second floor. The big open space on the second floor will be able 
to oversee the dining and living room area. All the rooms in the house will have 
at least one window; however, the spaces that depend most on lighting will 
receive most of the solar lighting due to many windows being present in those 
areas. The house will use plenty of natural solar light to reduce energy costs, 
while giving the space a sense of openess and connection to the outside.



D E S I G N 
GUIDELINES

1

3

5

2

4

Make use of the multiple windows to allow plenty of natural sunlight inside to 
reduce energy costs.

Design a space that creates a feeling of openness and promotes conversation 
between housemates by reducing use of walls unless needed for private 
spaces.

Design a house that has a clear distinction between private and public spaces 
to create more privacy for the household users.

Create social gathering spaces that promote group activities for visitors and 
their guests.

Design a space that provides moments of relaxation and space for users to 
be able to clear their mind after a long day.



D E S I G N
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MOOD IMAGES + CONCEPT STATEMENT

CONCEPT STATEMENT
The design for the residential house should 
be able to suit the daily life of a model. The 
goal of this design is to create a natural, 
comfortable, and sophisticated residential 
space for its users with the use of natural 
tones mixed with modern colors, while 
simultaneously blurring the line between 
interior and exterior. The residence will 
address the abundance of windows 
present in the house and lack of landscape 
throughout the site.
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DESIGN GUIDELINES

Incorporate plants inside the 
house to give it a more relaxed 
and natural feel.1
Design using a mix of modern 
furniture with accents of blue, 
brown, and green decor.2
Design each room to cater to 
each model’s personality and 
interests.3
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FRONT OF HOUSE
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DINING ROOM + KITCHEN



STAIRS + DOWNSTAIRS LOUNGE
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